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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1Quadrantids 2012Antoaneta Avramova1,3 and Mihail Enimanev2,3

1 j. k. Mladost, bl. 138,vh. 3, ap. 72, Varna, Bulgariaavramova.ani�abv.bg
2 ul. Devnq No. 9,vh. A, ap. 20, Varna, Bulgariamihail.enimanev�gmail.om

3Publi astronomial observatory and planetarium �Niolaus Copernius�, Varna, BulgariaWe present some results from our observations of the 2012 Quadrantid meteor shower, and we explainour way to proess the data. The radiant position is obtained from photographed meteors.1 IntrodutionThere is no human being on Earth who is not harmedby the magi of the starry sky, but only few of themattempt a more serious in-depth investigation of spaeobjets. Astronomy is the most demorati siene.Together with professional sientists, a huge numberof amateur astronomers all over the world ontributesigni�antly to its development. Modern digital teh-niques to obtain photographi images of spae objetsgive inredible opportunities not only to professionalastronomers, but to amateurs as well.Sine not everyone an a�ord to buy a video amera forobserving meteors, we present a way to observe meteorshowers with a still amera. In our ase, we have used aSony SLT-A55VL. We also explain how to proess thedata.2 Aquiring the dataDuring observations at the publi astronomial obser-vatory in Avren, Bulgaria, in the night of January 4-5, 2012, we (Georgi Georgiev, Mihail Enimanev, andAntoaneta Avramova) observed the Quadratid meteorshower using a Sony SLT-A55VL amera with a foallength of 18 mm, sensitivity of 800 ISO, light power of3.5, and �eld of view of 71◦×47◦ without guiding meh-anism. The average exposure time was 20 seonds. Theexposure time was arefully determined, for if it wereshorter, there would not be any visible stars, and if itwere longer, the stars would no longer be point-like be-ause of the Earth's rotation. Every image obtained isarefully examined for meteors. If we have an imagewith a meteor, we determine if the meteor is a likelymember of the observed shower. Then, we start pro-essing the image.3 PreproessingTogether with the regular frames, we make some teh-nial frames: the so-alled dark, bias, and �at-�eldframes. They are used in further proessing for redu-

ing the noise reated by the heating of the matrix andthe noise appearing in the proess of reading the im-age, and for orreting for the uneven distribution ofthe light �ux aross the frame.When an image is saved in JPG format, the informationof every four neighboring pixels is averaged, so that theorresponding �le oupies less spae in the omputer'smemory. Of ourse suh images are not useful for ourpurposes. Therefore, we save the frames in RAW for-mat, in whih the information is more omplete.For the preproessing of the images, we used the freesoftware Iris. We arried out the standard work�subtrating the bias frames and dark frames, and di-viding by the �at �eld frames.4 ProessingWhen the image noise is redued, we move on to de-termine the oordinates of the begin and end points ofthe meteor using the astrometry funtion of Iris. Ofthese two points, the begin point is the one that is loserto the prealulated radiant. Although we did not useany guiding mehanism, the error is approximately 30′′. In addition, we an determine the speed of the meteorfrom its angular distane to the radiant and its heightabove the horizon.Finally, the data are entered in VisDat (Rihter, 1999)where the information is stored in a format usable bythe program Radiant (Arlt, 1992) with whih we anobtain the radiant that we observed.5 Quadrantids 2012The Quadrantid meteors take their name from an ob-solete onstellation, Quadrans Muralis, found in early19th-entury star atlases between Drao, Herules andBootes. The soure of the Quadrantids was unknownuntil Deember 2003 when Peter Jenniskens found evi-dene that the Quadrantid meteoroids ome from 2003EH1, an �asteroid� that is probably a piee of a ometthat broke apart some 500 years ago (Jenniskens, 2004).
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012Table 1 � Data from the 2012 Quadrantids.Nr Time (UT) Begin End Error
α δ α δ α δ1 2h59m07s 179 .◦06 +64 .◦23 175 .◦79 +64 .◦45 28 .′′58 21 .′′642 2h59m29s 189 .◦18 +63 .◦12 185 .◦80 +63 .◦59 26 .′′87 22 .′′963 3h07m09s 202 .
◦79 +25 .

◦79 205 .
◦92 +30 .

◦36 30 .
′′94 18 .

′′674 4h20m26s 169 .◦72 +25 .◦42 165 .◦29 +21 .◦21 32 .′′14 14 .′′58

Figure 1 � Photographs of meteors 3 (left) and 4 (right) of Table 1 Credit: Georgi Georgiev, Astronomial Club �Canopus�,Bulgaria.Charateristis of the meteor shower (MBeath, 2012)are as follows: ativity period, Deember 28�January12; maximum, January 4, 7h20m UT (λ⊙ = 283 .◦16);
ZHR = 120 (an vary�60�200).6 The Quadrantid radiant we obtainedWe used the images of Georgi Georgiev for our data.We got 34 images with meteors, but only four of themwere Quadrantids. After proessing them with the pro-gram Iris, we ompiled Table 1 with the data obtained.Figure 1 shows meteors 3 and 4 of Table 1.

Figure 2 � Quadrantid radiant obtained with the method ofprobabilities.

7 ResultsIn this projet, we used both the method of probabilitiesand the method of bakward prolongations provided bytheRadiant software. In the method of probabilities, aregion is determined where it is most probable to loatethe radiant for the meteor. In the method of bakwardprolongations, the prolonged meteor traes are plottedand the values of the pixels are summed. Figures 2 and 3show the results obtained by, respetively, the formerand the latter method. The irles mark the radiantposition aording to the IMO (MBeath, 2012). Asan be seen, there is very good agreement.

Figure 3 � Quadrantid radiant obtained with the method ofbakward prolongations.
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 38 ConlusionWith our projet, we have shown it is possible to ahieverelatively good results using tools and equipment avail-able to all amateur astronomers.We investigated in detail the potential of these tools andequipment (software and amera), whih will allow usto ooperate with professional video meteor observersfrom all around the world.It only remains to hope for loudless nights!
ReferenesArlt R. (1992). �The software RADIANT�. WGN, Jour-nal of the IMO, 18, 59�61.Jenniskens P. (2004). �2003 EH 1 is the parent of theQuadrantids�. Astron. J., 127, 3018�3022.MBeath A. (2012). Meteor Shower Calendar. IMO.Rihter J. (1999). �VISDAT: a database system for vi-sual meteor observations�. WGN, Journal of theIMO, 27, 2�4.


